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"Even a simple conversation with Stacy is priceless."

BIOGRAPHY
Nationally recognized business psychologist and owner of two companies, Dr. Stacy Feiner
helps closely-held companies, Fortune-ranked corporations, institutions, and boards overcome
challenges to reach goals faster than they ever thought possible. For over two decades,
Stacy’s distinctive method of coaching has been a catalyst for driving real and lasting
systemic change. Her approach, unlike traditional methods, addresses multiple aspects of a
challenge simultaneously by solving the invisible dynamics in businesses that hold companies
back. With a desire to reach more people, Dr. Feiner collaborates with experts from various
disciplines who recognize that the strategic initiatives they offer are executed more
effectively when delivered with Stacy's psychological process. Stacy's approach turbocharges
business growth. An outcoumes-driven firm for the gig-economy.
Initially drawn to the complex and intimate work with family systems, Dr. Feiner eventually
found that she could have a broader impact by bringing psychology to business systems
where increasing the bottom line would translate to improving the human condition. By now
Dr. Feiner has listened to hundreds of business owners talk about their deeply personal
experiences owning and running companies. Dr. Feiner's work ensures that the worthy ideals
and missions of others are not abandoned but realized.
A passionate advocate for the science of psychology, Stacy travels coast to coast presenting
her theory and method at conferences and panelist forums, as well as facilitating private
family retreats, board sessions, and advisor meetings. She actively contributes to the
industry’s discourse through her leadership blog and serves as a regular contributor to
numerous national and local media publications, including Forbes, Fortune, BusinessWeek,
and Entrepreneur. Stacy is the author of Talent Mindset: The Business Owner’s Guide to
Building Bench Strength, and is a contributing author in, Standing O!

“When you start a conversation with Stacy, prepare to be engaged.”

